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Presentation Notes
Note: I have only included those changes that I believe are specific to the IMDG Code; i.e. I have not included most of the changes that originated at the UN level that have filtered down to all modes, such as provisions for new UN numbers (UN3535 to UN3548), which includes “Articles containing…various types of hazards”, the changes from “risk” to “hazard”, introduction of large packagings for prototype/low production run lithium batteries and damaged/defective lithium batteries, etc
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Presentation Notes
The Carriage of Cargoes and Containers Sub-Committee deals with several subjects, one of which includes dangerous goods.  Therefore, although decisions are made at this level, most of the work on amending the IMDG Code is carried out by the Editorial and Technical Group, which generally meets twice each year.  This Group also deals with subjects other than dangerous goods, the latest meeting being in April 2019.  At this meeting, amendments that will should in the 40-20 edition of the IMDG Code were drafted, but may well be amended at the next CCC meeting from 9-13 September.  The E&T Group will then consider any further changes needed.  Ultimately, the revisions are confirmed by the Maritime Safety Committee.



2018 Edition
Amendment 39-18

Voluntary use from 1 January 2019
Mandatory from 1 January 2020



Substance/Article Specific Changes

UN2216 Fish meal/scrap stabilized (other than in bulk)
 SP308 - removal of 3,000kg limit and amended type/level of stabilizers  
 SP945 - deleted as a result of amendment to SP308

UN3496 Batteries, nickel-metal hydride
 SP963 amended to clarify all button cells are not subject to IMDG, not just 

when in/with equipment
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Presentation Notes
UN2216 Fish meal/scrap stabilized - For more than 40 years, Fish meal has normally been stabilized with ethoxyquin, but there is concern about this substance in the food chain.   Testing has shown that reduced levels of ethoxyquin stabilization are safe, and other substances can also be used, as currently shown in SP945.  UN Model Regulations updated SP108 accordingly, so IMDG have amended SP108 and deleted SP945UN3496 Batteries, nickel metal hydride - SP963 was previously worded to exclude button cells and cells and batteries in/with equipment from needing co comply with IMDG.  To avoid mis-interpretation as meaning only button cells in/with equipment are excluded, SP 963 has been amended.



Segregation
Segregation Code SG1 
Applies to UN2956, 5-tert-Butyl-2,4,6-trinitro-m-xylene (musk xylene) Division 

4.1
 Text clarified that needs to be segregated according to primary hazard, in 

addition to Division 1.4 

Segregation for Uranium hexafluoride, UN2977, UN2978 and 
UN3507
 Updated to reflect recent addition of Division 6.1 subsidiary hazard
 UN2977 and UN2978 - separate from Division 5.1 and as for class 7
 UN3507 - as for Class 8

Segregation Groups
 SGG codes introduced
 Shown in 3.1.4.4 and in Column 16b of Dangerous Goods List 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Segregation Code SG1 - Currently assigned to UN2956, 5-tert-Butyl-2,4,6-trinitro-m-xylene (musk xylene). This is in Div 4.1, but may also need an explosive sub-hazard label, if not packed in accordance with P409 (as per SP133) and unless the competent authority says sub-hazard label not required due to UN test data.  SG1 previously just said that the substance needed to be segregated as for Division 1.3. Clarified that it also needs to be segregated according to the primary hazard (Div 4.1). Uranium hexafluoride (Class 7, 8 and 6.1) - Toxic subsidiary hazard was recently added for all 3 entries; UN2977 Radioactive material, uranium hexafluoride, fissile, UN2978 … non-fissile or fissile excepted and UN3507 … excepted package.  The segregation table in 7.2.4 only applies to substances, materials and articles with no more than 1 subsidiary hazard, so additional segregation codes have been introduced; SG76 and SG78 for UN2977 and 2978 and SG77 for UN3507 (excepted package)Segregation Groups - Segregation codes were introduced in 2014 edition.  Some SG codes require products to be segregated from particular groups of substances, such as chlorates or nitrates.  These segregation groups and the UN numbers that are allocated to those groups are shown in 3.1.4, which meant that under the 2016 edition, you needed to check through a list of UN numbers (653 of them) to see whether the UN number was listed.  While the list is still there, the SGG code has been included in Column 16b (Segregation), when applicable. 



Packing Instructions

P200 and P206 - Terminology - for “liquid phase” and “liquid 
component” generally replaced by “liquefied gas”

P403 - PP31 requires hermetically sealed packagings.  Existing 
exception for solid fused material has been deleted

P410 - Use of bags (5H2, 5H4, 5L3, 5M2) clarified that when used 
for packing group II substances, they may only be transported in 
closed cargo transport units

Presenter
Presentation Notes
P200 and P206 - for liquefied gases charged with compressed gases in P200 and for Chemicals under pressure in P206, in most instances, the terms “liquid phase” and “liquid component” have been replaced by “liquefied gas”.P403 - P403 Applies to some Class 4.3, PG I.  P410 applies to some Class 4.3, PGII.  PP31 applies to both, but in P403, it requires packagings to be hermetically sealed, except for solid fused material.  However, PP31 in P410 requires packagings to be hermetically sealed, without exception, which is more restrictive. The UN text does not include the exception and the need for hermitically sealed packages is covered by 4.1.1.7.2:Unless otherwise specified in the Dangerous Goods List, packages containing substances which : .1  evolve flammable gases or vapour; .2  may become explosive if allowed to dry; .3  evolve toxic gases or vapour; .4  evolve corrosive gases or vapour; or .5  may react dangerously with the atmosphere should be hermetically sealed. The subject of whether PP31 is needed at all will be discussed again, but in the interim, the exception for solid fused material in P403 has been deleted.410 - Current wording on Note 4 is that “These packagings shall only be used for packing group II substances when transported in a closed cargo transport unit.”  this could be interpreted as meaning that they can’t be used for PGIII substances, so wording changed to “For packing group II substances, these packagings may only be used when transported in a closed cargo transport unit”. 



Special Provisions

SP363 - UN3528, UN3529 and UN3530 - Engines/Machinery…
Re-formatted
UN3530 (Class 9) - containing > 60L and capacity > 3000L 

requires Marine Pollutant mark to be 250mm x 250mm 

SP973 (NEW) - Various UN numbers, including Hay, Wet cotton, 
Copra, Fish meal, Seed cake
 Text regarding marking for UN number and proper shipping name etc 

moved from SP29

SP974 (NEW) - For gases permitted in IMO type 9 tanks
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Presentation Notes
SP363 - UN3528, UN3529 and UN3530 - Engine/Machinery internal combustion/fuel cell - currently UN3530 (Engines/Machinery powered by environmentally hazardous substances) containing more than 60L must be marked with the marine pollutant mark, 100mm x 100mm, no matter the capacity of the fuel tank.  For all 3 UN numbers, where the capacity is more than 3000L (1000L for UN3529 - gas powered), hazard placards are required, 250mm x 250mm.  Therefore the smaller marine pollutant mark is considered to be too small, so SP363 amended to require 250mm x 250mm marine pollutant mark for UN3530.SP973 - Various UN numbers, including those for Hay, Wet cotton, Copra, Fish meal, Seed cake, Rags oily, Fibres vegetable dry etc, The text regarding the need to mark the package (except for bales) with UN No and PSN.  SP29 exempts packages and bales from bearing hazard labels, provided the are marked with the class number, but SP973 requires Cargo Transport Units to be labelled/placarded and marked as per 5.3.  This is what SP29 said previously and should have been deleted from SP29, but hasn’t been.SP974 (NEW) - For gases permitted in IMO type 9 tanks - discussed later



Road Gas Elements Vehicles for Compressed Gases

IMO Type 9 tanks introduced (battery-vehicles for compressed 
gases)
Reference included in Chapter 4.2
New section added in Chapter 6.8.3.4
Approval by competent authority for road transport
Certificate by competent authority for sea transport attesting compliance 

and listing allowed gases
 SP974  permits use for:
UN1016 Carbon monoxide, compressed
UN1046 Helium, compressed
UN1049 Hydrogen, compressed
UN1971 Methane, compressed or Natural gas, compressed

Presenter
Presentation Notes
IMO Type 9 Tank - definition:  IMO type 9 tank means a road gas elements {cylinders, tubes and bundles of cylinders} vehicle for the transport of compressed gases of class 2 with elements linked to each other by a manifold, permanently attached to a chassis, which is fitted with items of service equipment and structural equipment necessary for the transport of gases. These have previously been referred to as ‘Battery-Vehicles’ but were not included in the IMDG Code, so could only be transported under exemptions by the applicable competent authority.  Therefore these are now included as IMO Type 9 TanksNew section is added in Chapter 6.8, Provisions for road tank vehicles. IMO type 9 tanks must be approved by the competent authority for road transport. Additionally, the competent authority for sea transport must issue a certificate attesting compliance to design, construction and equipment provisions of IMDG Code. This certificate must list the gases allowed to be transported in the tank approved. For full information refer to IMDG Code 39-18 section 6.8.3.4.Gases permitted to be transported on board ships in IMO type 9 tanks are assigned with special provision 974:1016 CARBON MONOXIDE, COMPRESSED1046 HELIUM, COMPRESSED1049 HYDROGEN, COMPRESSED1971 METHANE, COMPRESSED or NATURAL GAS, COMPRESSED



Marking and Labelling/Placarding

UN3537 to UN3548 - Articles containing [dangerous goods]
Unlike ADR, if the article also includes a lithium battery, the lithium battery 

mark or hazard label is required (5.2.2.1.13)
Orientation arrows required if needed to ensure liquid s remain in intended 

orientation

Chapter 5.3 - Title and text changed to Placarding and marking 
of cargo transport units and bulk containers …

Bulk containers - Placarding:
Closed/sheeted bulk containers - as per freight containers (1 on each side 

and 1 on each end)
 Flexible bulk containers - “in at least two opposing positions”
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Presentation Notes
UN3537 to UN3548 - Articles containing [various classes of dangerous goods] - ADR and IMDG for packaged and unpackaged articles, they need to be labelled appropriately to their hazards.  If they also contain lithium batteries, ADR states that the lithium battery mark or hazard label is not required, whilst IMDG requires them. Note, these UN numbers are not permitted in normal circumstances in air transport.Chapter 5.3	Title of the Chapter and the contents amended to refer to both Cargo Transport Units (CTUs) and Bulk Containers.Placarding of bulk containers - these are now specifically addressed by Chapter 5.3 and therefore the placarding requirements have been amended.  Closed or sheeted bulk containers are required to be placarded as per freight containers (i.e. 1 on each side and 1 on each end of the unit), while flexible bulk containers need to be placarded on at least 2 opposing positions. 



Documentation

Terminology - “dangerous goods declaration” changed to 
“dangerous goods transport document”

Temperature control - Chapter 5.4.1.5.5 clarified that only self-
reactive substance, organic peroxide or polymerizing substance 
that require temperature control need the control temperature 
and emergency temperature shown on the document.

Documents required aboard the ship - clarification that for 
excepted packages of radioactive material, the ship shall have 
a special list, manifest or stowage plan

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Temperature Control - Currently, the text can be mis-ready to mean that control/emergency temperatures are needed on the transport document for all self-reactive substances and organic peroxides, as well as polymerizing substances that require temperature control (it currently says “For self-reactive substances and polymerizing substances of class 4.1 and for organic peroxides which require temperature control during transport…”. This has been clarified to say “for self-reactive substances, organic peroxides and polymerizing substances which require temperature control during transport…” Documents required aboard the ship - Previously, (see Chapter 5.1.5.4.2) excepted packages of Class 7 were not subject to most of Chapter 5.4, including 5.4.3 - “Documents required aboard the ship”.  Since 5.1.5.4.2 has been amended to only exclude 5.4.1 and 5.4.5, 5.4.3 has been amended to specifically require details about excepted packages of. Class 7 need to be included on a special list, manifest or stowage plan. As with other dangerous goods, a copy needs to be made available to a person or organization designated by the post State authority, prior to departure. 



Transport Operations

Class 1 - UN0124 and UN0494
New provisions introduced for transport to offshore platforms, drilling units 

and other installations
May be stowed on deck in offshore well tool pallets, cradles or baskets, 

subject to conditions 

Stowage of stabilized dangerous goods
New Chapter 7.1.4.7 added - Stowage Category D and SW1 applies

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Class 1 - UN0124 and UN0494 - new 7.1.4.4.5 introduced specific to these UN numbers (Jet perforating guns, charged - 1.1D and 1.4D).  Conditions include, segregation or initiation devices, securing of jet perforating guns, no more than 112g of explosive, total NEC or 95kg per pallet, cradle or basket and distances of 3m between them.



Transport Operations

Cargo transport units under temperature control (Chapter 7.3.7)
 Substantial changes to layout and content of text

Stowage and segregation on containerships - containers with 
flammable gases/liquids <23oC c.c flashpoint:
Clarification that 2.4m stowage away from sources of ignition includes 

vertical separation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Stowage and segregation on containerships  - containers with flammable gases/liquids <23oC c.c flashpoint previously required 2.4m separation from potential sources of ignition, but text has changed to say “…2.4m horizontally and projected vertically away from any potential source of ignition”.



2020 Edition
Amendment 40-20

Voluntary use from 1 January 2021
Mandatory from 1 January 2022



Future work of the IMO CCC Sub-Committee

Fumigated Cargo Transport Units - UN3359

Transport of Medical waste, Category A

Data loggers and tracking devices

Special Provision 76 - substances that require special 
authorization

Prohibition on filling or discharging while on-board

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next meeting - 9-13 September, LondonFumigated Cargo Transport Units - UN3359 - Are not subject to most of the IMDG Code, provided the requirements of Chapter 5.5 are met. Although this contains some requirements, it cross refers to other documents, such as MSC.1/Circ.1361.  In some areas, this contradicts the IMDG Code. There is concern that there is widespread non-compliance with the requirements, leading to safety concerns for inspectors and workers and research by Germany has found that confusion with the requirements is one of the reasons.  Note - this is a multi-modal issue, so will probably need to go via the UN Sub-Committee.Transport of Medical Waste, Category A - the UN will introduce this as UN3549, so discussions are taking place as to how this should be transport by sea - whether only permitted normally for short journeys, with the ability for States to approve longer journeys, which stowage codes should applyData loggers and tracking devices - UN Model Regulations are introducing new provisions for data loggers and tracking devices.  There are discussions over what certification standards will apply.SP76 - Applies to several UN numbers and prohibits them from carriage unless under special authorization by the competent authority of the country concerned.  Some substances have been allocated stowage categories, but other than that, there are no apparent additional conditions that should apply when those special authorizations are granted.  However, for UN3132 (Water reactive solid, flammable n.o.s.) and UN3135 (Water-reactive solid, self-heating), they don’t have stowage categories listed, so it is down to the competent authority to decide what is appropriate.  Therefore discussion have been taking place as to whether they should revise SP76 and either remove it, or make the substances forbidden by sea.Prohibition on filling or discharging while on-board - for packagings, IBCs, large packagings and MEGCs - with the exception of when salvage packagings or salvage pressure receptacles are required to be used.



Future work of the IMO CCC Sub-Committee

Flashpoint information on dangerous goods transport document

UN1402 Calcium carbide - Special Provision 951

Stowage of Class 1, 12m from living quarters, life-saving 
appliances and areas with public access

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Flashpoint information on dangerous goods transport document - Currently the wording is that “If the dangerous goods to be transported have a flashpoint of…”.  To be clarified that it applies to liquid dangerous goods (i.e. not in articles/vehicles etc) having a primary or subsidiary hazard of Class 3, but this may be amended further at the CCC meeting.UN1402 Calcium carbide - Special Provision 951 - Currently says “Bulk container shall be hermetically sealed and under a nitrogen blanket”.  Stowage of Class 1 - Currently, 7.1.4.4.2 requires that “Goods of class 1 with the exception of division 1.4 shall be stowed not less than a horizontal distance of 12 m from living quarters , life-saving appliances and areas with public access”.  The problem is that if the term ‘life-saving appliances includes life-jackets and immersion suits, it severely limits where Class 1 can be loaded.  Therefore further discussions will take place on this subject.  Additionally the term “areas with public access” may be further changed to “areas where the ship’s passengers can access without any authorisation or limitation”.
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